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How to upgrade SMS Server Firmware in ETERNITY?
When you buy new ETERNITY or new CPU card you must have got SanDisk pen
drive. Pen drive contains SMS Server firmware.

Upgradation Steps
Steps 1: Check the pen drive by connecting it to a PC

Step 2: Eject the Pen drive from PC and connect it to the USB Port of ETERNITY
CPU card and restart the ETERNITY System

Connect Pen Drive to
USB Port of CPU Card

Step 3: After reboot, wait for a few minutes and open the WEB Jeeves of the
System go to Status  System Details

 Once the SMS Server firmware upgraded successfully, the SMS Server file
would be deleted from pen drive and it will be loaded in FTP of the system
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Compatibility Chart of SMS Server with CPU Card Firmware
SMS Server Firmware

CPU Card Frimware

V1R1

V11R1 onwards

V1R3

V11R4, V11R5

V1R4

V11R4, V11R5 and V12R1

V1R5

V12R3

V1R7

V12R4

For more information, contact
Matrix Technical Training Team
Training@MatrixComSec.com
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